Mercury Mission Systems’ Open Standard Reconfigurable and Certifiable Computer Architecture (ORCCA) provides the perfect combination of power and flexibility required for implementing innovative new commercial and military avionics systems.

Our flexible, high-performance and safety certifiable computing platform can be used for diverse avionics functions and is easily reconfigured to support a variety of popular form-factors, sizes and connector types. The exceptionally low-power dissipation makes ORCCA the ideal solution for environments where cooling proves problematic.

With certification up to RTCA-DO-178B and DO-254 Level A, this platform can be used in the most critical flight applications. ORCCA is available as an open development platform that is aligned with the FACE standard. Mercury also offers full application development for clients requiring turnkey systems.

The unit is designed as an IMA unit and can be supplied with TSO-C153.

Application Domains

- Cockpit display systems
- Tactical displays
- Navigation/FMS computer
- Flight control computer
- Mission computer
- UAV ground station computer
- UAV payload control computer
- Video and imaging processor

Key Features

- Dual Core ARM processor
- UP to 1 GB DDR2 RAM
- Up to 4G NAND FLASH memory
- Analog and digital video I/O and processing
- Fully redundant I/O controllers with dedicated CPUs
- Real-time OS and Linux support

Typical Uses

Mercury Systems is a leading commercial provider of secure sensor and mission processing subsystems. Optimized for customer and mission success, Mercury’s solutions power a wide variety of critical defense and intelligence programs.
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**Software**

The software provided with ORCCA is a DO-178B/C certifiable, Open Architecture platform that is aligned with the FACE standard. The FACE standard is developed by a consortium of the Open Group and industry specialists and provides a truly open platform ready for 3rd party applications, custom applications or a mixture of both.

As part of the FACE standard, the platform provides ARINC-653 compliant partitioning of time and space and is certifiable up to RTCA-DO-178B/C Level A.

Mercury has the deep knowledge, experience and capabilities to develop software applications to fully exploit the power and flexibility of the avionics computer. Whatever your avionics requirements, from primary flight displays to infrared image processing, Mercury can develop your solution.

Mercury has extensive experience in both defense and commercial certifications and provides full certification kits to meet both RTCA-DO-178B/C and RTCA-DO-254 requirements.